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[ Post Scrip turn: Temporary analysis. 1998 )

[...] These problems have come to form the classical sub

structure of the work of Xenis Sachinis who has taken 

them and transformed them into a modern, artistic ex

pression. First of all, he retains the correlatiuiis between 

the structures which will contribute to the material and the 

visual appearance of his work. These structures will be 

the “program of the relationships” and they will correspond 

to the perspective organization of the conelation of the eye 
with its object. Here we are dealing with the establishment 

of the drawing as the materialized form used by the artist 

and which is basic to this correlation. Thus the drawing, 

or the design, will come to constitute, on the one hand, 

the field of the organization and at the same time it will also 

consdtute, on die other, the program, on the basis of which 

this organization will be established as the perspective of 

the subsequent organizations. The artist works intuitive

ly in agreement with the shape of an analysis, and which 

according to die logical process being employed, are from 

where the images, materials and the techniques arise.

The other field will be the surface on which these orga

nizations will be set up and this surface will be ener

gized on the basis of the chromatic partitioning, which will 

also constitute the way by which the analysis will be able 

to reassemble the objects which it is referring to and 

which it sees. Finally the interconnections between these 

elements by means of a “reproduction of the relationships” 
will come to constitute the space that will arise from this 

interconnection -and in which the space will become the 

transfer of the object to the image.

The relationships of these elements -“The drawing as the 
program”, “the color as the analysis of the progmm” and “the 
space as the materialization of this correlation between the draw
ing and the color”- will become, in the work of this artist, 

the alternative replacements for the original relationships 
that the eye had with the object -and of the image which 

arises from this relationship. So on the most basic level 

this is an instance of solutions being arrived at to the orig

inal preconditions of the image and these solutions will

come, in their turn, to constitute the transfmnation of these 

relationships, in the work of this artist, by means of the 

idea of the establishment of a progmm which will be ca

pable of self-analysis -it will become comprehensible by 

means of the chromatic structures which -in their definition 

of the relationship- will occasion the transfer to the image of 
the space to which the objects belong. The transfer from the 

space on the surface and, carrying on from there, from the 

surface toward the space by means of the reconstitution of 

new types of spaces which will arise from the correlations 

of the drawing and the color is the materialization of a new 

reading of these relationships by means of an antitheti

cal reference: the one which transformed the painting by 

transferring the object to the image, and will transform it 

anew by the following interchangeable work the artist is 

now in the process of doing, that is, where the composi

tional elements of the image will be transferred (the draw
ing and the color) to the space from which they were de

rived.

Thus these “installations” can be interpreted by means 

of a retrogressive movement -from the space to the surface 
and from the surface to the space- which will take into ac

count the correlations of an original triadic relation

ship: program, analysis, space. All of the subsequent de

velopments of this work will have to do with these trans- 
fonnations into further and more profound objects of elab

oration. The one elaboration will certainly be related to 

how the design of the overall program led to constructions 
of which the material will be the extreme exploitation of 

the properties of color as a specific and plausible compo

nent, as well as at the same time a component which will 

cause a differentiation to be made between all the origi

nal programming principles.

Finally, the space will be the reconstitution of the way with 

which programs and materials are activated by means of the 

geographical position of the eye and towards the object in 

such a way that in the end it will constitute the precon

dition for the achievement of the passage from one func
tional object to the resultant image. This image will, further

more, include various versions of itself, either as the mate



rialized result of a relationship, or as the commencement of 

a new one. The artist forms systems by means of which

an object refers us to the area in which it works and then from 
this area to the design which originally organized it.

In the conclusion that we have reached for the time being 

this expression of engraving continues to consist of an 

original idea combined with the differing correlations that 

are formed between their outcomes, each and every time. 

The original idea would be centered on how the artist 

would be able to limit the mechanistic aspect of his repro
ductive formulation of the ways of behavior of an original 

intuition, which would be the engraving matrix itself, the 

material image of the work. This matrix will refer to 

motivational forces and to the original claims that were 

made for them to constitute a model without reproduction. 
The works of Sachinis, involving the enclosing of ideas in 

“Boxes” illustrate this correlation of an image which avoids 

being reproduced and consdtutes the structure of the ways 

in which it is comprehended. Its comprehension will be 

achieved through the designs of the programs of development 
which will remain, however, in the intention and will not 

tend to be materialized in specific images.

With the “Boxes” that have been presented during his lat

est period, the artist has evidenced the ability to treat the 

work as an iconographical concept, of which the repercus

sions on objects will be reduced to inner reflections of a plan 
which is diffused by means of the materials themselves and thus 

refers to its own self by means of an simulated, a fictitious 
reproduction. This reproduction is perpetuated in an un

specified time, without the print being actually repeated 

in any specific object. We would image it as a suspended 

image - an image on a par with a unlimited projec

tion into space. [...]
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He was born in 1954 in Thessaloniki - Greece. 1973- 

78 studies in Engraving and stage Design, in the Fine 
Arts School of Athens at the workshops of K. Gram- 
matopoulos and V. Vasiliadis. He graduated with hon

ors in 1978. From 1981 till June 1985 he continued 

his studies in E.N.S.B.A. of Paris in the workshop of 

V. Guignebert (painting). In March of the year 1986 he 

was elected Instructor and he taught drawing and en

graving at the Fine Arts School of Thessaloniki Univer

sity. In May ’97 he was elected Assistant Professor in En

graving at the same School. In March ’95 he gave a 

seminar in E.N.B.A. of Bourges - France. In August 

’96 he coloborated with the Lower East side Workshop of 
New York. His works are included in the National Gallery 
Collection in Athens, in the Telloglio Foundation of the 

Thessaloniki University Collection, mAntoniou Collec
tion - Athens, in the Vorres Museum, Peania, Athens, in 

the Macedonian Studies Collection, Thessaloniki, in the 

French Institute Collection, Thessaloniki, in the Contem
porary Art museum of Fiorina, and in the S. Tsoukalis Col
lection, Thessaloniki. Also his work is included in private 

collections in Greece and abroad.

One -Man Shows

1371 French Institut of Thessaloniki, January 

1978 Gallery “Ne.es Morfes", Athens, May

1981 Gallery “Syllogi”, Athens, February

1981 Gallery “Mati”, Thessaloniki, April

1982 General Consulate of Greece, Paris, November 

L984 Gallery “Nees Morfes”, Athens, June

1984 Gallery “Panselinos”, Thessaloniki, October

1985 Macedonian Cultural Association “Techni”, Kilkis, Greece, 
November

1986 Gallery “Panselinos”, Thessaloniki, October

1987 Gallery “K7”, Thessaloniki, November

1988 Gallery “Epipeda”, Athens, November

1.990 Gallery “Irmos”, Thessaloniki, May

1991 Gallery “Epipeda”, Athens, December

1993 French Institut, Thessaloniki, January

1993 Gallery “La Sene”, St. Etienne, France

1994 Contemporary Art Museum, Fiorina, Greece, March 

1994 French Institut, Thessaloniki, April
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1995 Gallery “La Serre”, St. Etienne, France

1995 Gallery “Paratiritis”, Thessaloniki, December

1996 Gallery “Thema ”, Athens, January

1996 Graphic Center of Belgrade 4th Biennale of Engraving, 
November ’96, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

1998 Gallery “Linos”, Thessaloniki, May

1999 “Traces and Memory”, Central Armature Annex 
Washington DC, October

1999 “Traces and Memory”, Angel Orensanz Foundation Center 
for the Arts, New York, November

2000 “Traces and Memory”, Boston Public Library, March 

2000 Gallery “Zero”, Barcelona, June

P rincipal Group Exh ibitions 

1973 Panhellenics Exhibitions of 73, 75

1982 Young Greek Artists in Paris, Cite’ Universitaire, May

1983 XXII Salon de Montrouge, Paris, May

1983 Salon “Marcel Pouvreau”, Dammarie, Les Lys, France, November
1985 83 and January ’85

1984 Salon de Bagnewc, Paris, April

1984 Greek Artists at Bordeaux and Massy-France. Curator Em. 
Mavrommads.

1985 “Greek Artists from Pans”, Hermoupolis Cultural Centre, 
Syros, Greece, September ’85. Curator Em. Mavrommads

1985 Young Artists from Thessaloniki, Marseilles, October.

Curator Em. Mavrommads

1985 Introduction in contemporary Greek Art. Artists in France. 

Municipal Gallery of Rhodes. Curator Emmanuel Mavrommads

1986 Northern Greek Artists’ Association, Boston,

1988 “Greek Engraving”, Warsow, Poland, March Organization by the
Greek Artists’ Chamber

\988 Greek Engraving, Municipal Gallery, Thessaloniki, May

1988 “post War Greek Graphic”, National Gallery, Athens, July 

1?88 Xontempory Greek Art”, National Gallery, Athens, July,

Organization by the Northern Greek Artists’ Association

1989 “Greek Graphik”, Velidion Foundation, Thessaloniki, 
November, Organization by the Engravers’ Union

1989 Teaching staff of the Fine Arts School of Thessaloniki,
exhibition at the Vafopoulion cultural centre, Thessaloniki, 
November

1989 Vafopoulion Cultural Centre
Associated Artists with “Paratiritis” Gallery,

1991 Interghafm '91, Katowice, Poland, Augsburg, Germany

1992 “Contampory Greek Graphic”, Bratislava, Slovakia, Stutgart, 
Germany, 1992. Organization by the Greek Artists’ Chamber

1992 12 Triennale of Woodcut, Banska Bystrica, Slovakia

1992 Printings from the “Macedonian Studies” Collection, 

Vafopoulion Cultural Centre, Thessaloniki, September

1993 Presentation of 18 Greek Printers in Naples, Italy, January. 

Organized by the National Gallery of Athens

1993 I Graphic Biennale, Maastricht, Holland

1993 ARTATHINA ’93 (Irmos Gallery)

1994 Skironion Foundation, Athens, May

1994 Xylon '94, Schwezingen, Germany, September

1994 Lola Nikolaou Gallery, Thessaloniki, June

1994 3rd Graphic Biennale, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

1995 21st Graphic Bienmle, Loubljana, Slovenia 

1995 1st Graphic Biennale, Sofia, Bulgaria, April

1995 8th Graphic Biennale, Varna, Bulgaria, November

1995 13th Woodcut Triennale, Banska - Bystrica, Slovakia

1996 Schwezingen, Germany, May ’96. Organization by the Greek 
Artists’ Chamber

1996 4th Graphic Biennale, Belgrade, Yugoslavia, November

1997 200 years of Lithography, Gallery Paratiritis, Thessaloniki, 
February ’97. Organization by the Bourges, Fine Arts School, 
Editions Ardsdques

1997 Gallery “Polyedro”, Patras, January

1997 International Print Exhibition, Portland Art Museum, 
Oregon U.S.A.

1997 3ed Dry point Biennale, Uzice, Yugoslavia, May ’97

1997 9th Graphic Biennale, Varna, Bulgaria, August

1997 3ed Small Form Biennale, Leskovac, Yugoslavija, October

1997 “Corcoran” Gallery, Washinghton D.C. U.S.A., October

1997 ARTATHINA '97, “Paratiritis” Gallery. October ’97. Curator Em.
Mavrommads

1997 “Aspects of Artistic Greation in Thessaloniki sience 1960”.
Thessaloniki

1997 (Organization for the Cultural Capital of Europe ’97), 
November

1997 4th Engraving Biemiale “Masters of Graphic Art”, Gyor, 
Hungary, December (on invitation)

1997 XIX Biennale of Alexandria, Egypt, Awarded the Biennale 
prize for Printing, December. Greek delegation. Curator Em. 
Mavrommads.

}98 Graphic Triennial, Krakow, Polland 

1999 Nuremberg and Rio de Janeiro

1998 11th Graphic Triennial, Tallin, Estonia 

1998 3th Miniprint Triennial, Lahti, Finland 

1998 5th Graphic Bienmle, Beligrade, Yugoslavia

1998 Eye Focus, Western European Union Building, Brussels

1999 14th in Woodcut GraphicTriennial, Banska Bystrica, Slovakia

1999 “Inventer un Peuple”, Sofia, Bucharest, Thessaloniki 1999

1999 XIV Edizione Premio Intemazionale, Biella, Italy, on invitation

1999 12th Graphic Triennial, Fridrikstad, Norway, on invitation 

1999 “Artists from Anywhere”, Gallery “Zero”, Barcelona

1999 “4th dry point Biennale, Uzice, Yugoslavia 

1999 “And the shadow created the work”, French Institut, Thessaloniki 

1999 Printing “National Museum of Belgrade”, Yugoslavia 

1999 “Orien-tations”, Yeni Tzami, Thessaloniki

1999 “Ex libris”, The V. Zevgolis Collection at the National Book 
Center, Athens

2000 10th Post Compeddon Show “Gielniak”, Jelenia Gora Museum, 
Poland

2000 1st Small Form Graphic “Lilia Europa”, Sweeden

2000 5th World Printing Triennial of Small Form, Chamalieres, 
France

2000 Collection of the Contemporary Art Museum of Florina- 
Vafopoulio Cultural Center, Thessaloniki



Memory Safe, Linoleum-mirror, plexiglass, 50cm x 50cm x 50cm, 1988

ace, Linoleum, 60cm x 90cm, 2000
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